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Since the advent of rectilinear scanning, the ability
to detect abnormal focal areas of decreased activity
within large organ systems that concentrate gamma
emitting nucides has been limited to lesions no
smaller than about 2 cm in diameter. In recent years,
significant progress has been made in improving the

number of quanta used in the image formation of
both scanners and stationary cameras by: ( 1) in
creasing the photon flux by administering large doses
of short-lived radionucides such as @@mTcor flamIn
and (2) increasing the efficiency of detection by
using sodium iodide crystals of larger diameter. How
ever, the serious limitation in resolution remains a
disadvantage. A layer-by-layer analysis of the dis
tribution of radioactivity within a deep organ should
greatly improve the ability to discern focal lesions
within it; this concept is analogous to the advantage
of radiographic tomography over plain radiography.

SUMMARY OF VARIOUS METHODS

OF RADIOISOPIC TOMOGRAPHY

Kuhl (1,2) has obtained horizontal or cross
section tomograms perpendicular to the long axis of
the body with pair-opposing focused collimators by
a series of rectilinear scan lines in successive degrees
of rotation of the detector around the plane of inter
est and digital summation of the count data in a
rectilinear matrix of 100,000 elements. Transverse
tomography of the head has been achieved also with
a ring of 32 crystal detectors, in coincidence with
one another, using annihilation photons from posi
tron-emitters (3). Cerebral tomograms have been
also obtained with an Anger camera with either pin
hole or parallel-hole collimators and axial rotation
of the patient (4).

Longitudinal radioisotopic tomography delineating
layers parallel to the long axis of the body (in the
sagittal or coronal planes, for example) was at
tempted by Kuhi using focused collimators inclined
at an angle of 30 deg from the vertical. It was not

possible to apply the face of the collimators closely
to the patient's body to obtain the necessary angu
lation. This method did not prove to be practical,
because of the inherent low sensitivity of the system.
Hisada (5) used a focused collimator angled towards
the axis of a second conventional perpendicular col
limator and summed the counting rates from both
detectors, thus enhancing the sensitivity of detection
in one plane at the intersection of the axes of the
two collimators (so-called Laminoscanning) . Cas
sen (6,7) has used a â€œspherical-capâ€•detector com
posed of a large number of irregular sodium iodide
crystals and a focused 2,200-hole collimator with a
wide angle of convergence to accentuate the tomo
graphic effect at the focal point of the collimator
channels. Alternatively, he has used a matrix of
seven 3-in.-dia crystals, all with focusing coffimators
converging at a single point in space. Instead of it
being regarded as a disadvantage, such methods use
the tomographic effect at the focal plane of a con
ventional focusing collimator afforded by a large
diameter single-crystal detector (8).

Coincidence methods have been used to produce a
laminographic effect. Hart (9) suggested that coin
cidence counting could be used with focusing collima
tors for radionuclides decaying by electron capture
which emit a gamma and K x-ray photon in coin
cidence such as 197Hg or two gamma photons in
coincidence simply by setting the pulse-height ana
lyzer at the sum of the two photon energies. Theo
retically, the detection of disintegrations at the focal
plane of the focused collimator would be enhanced.
However, the efficiency of the method is too low
since most of the photons originating within the
organ of interest are rejected. Large collimated op
posing crystals can be used for â€œcollimatedcoinci
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denceâ€•counting of positron emitters and a high
degree of resolution achieved midway between the

two detectors (10). The efficiency, however, is only
10% of the counting rate of each detector so that
it is too insensitive a method for practical use.
Anger (11 ) has shown that opposing detectors of
a scintillation positron camera may be used for
tomography provided that both detectors have x-y
position-sensing capability. The plane of focus can

be varied electronically to any desired level. This
system; @hew@ver,@hascothplitated electronics, @th@
circuits are easily overloaded at high counting rates
and the thin crystals are not very efficient for the
detection of 0.51-MeV annihilation photons. Theo

retically, coincidence counting of opposing detectors
could be used to locate the depth of origin of positron
emitters by the time-of-ffight principle, i.e., by meas
uring the difference in time of arrival between the

two annihilation photons by the paired detectors.
The presently existing coincidence circuitry, how
ever, is too slow to accomplish this.

Anger's development (12,13) of the tomographic
gamma-ray scanner marked the first successful pro
duction of longitudinal radioisotopic section images

in a feasible time period and one also suitable for cm
ical applications. This instrument used an 8-in.-dia
crystal, a matrix of seven photomultiplier tubes, x-y
position circuitry similar to the stationary Anger
camera, a focusing collimator and a rectilinear scan
ning motion. The optical camera readout permitted
the simultaneous imaging of five different planes of
depth provided that the photographic film storing
the images moves synchronously with the motion of
the detector. Cassen (14) has recently pointed out
that this system could also use a pinhole collimator
for tomographic imaging.

PRINCIPLES OF NEW METHOD OF TOMOGRAPHY

A new system is proposed for gamma-ray longi
tudinal tomography using the Anger camera and a
multichannel collimator with parallel holes, each of
which is inclined at an identical angle towards the
plane of interest (Fig. 1A). The detector should
move in a series of back-and-forth linear motions
centering on a common axis of rotation. Each back
and-forth motion uses the time-lapse summation of
counting-rate information described for single chan
nels by Cassen (14). This simple but intriguing
principle is illustrated in Fig. 2A. A single inclined
channel at two different times during the forward
motion is at locations A and B and in the return
linear motion at some other locations C and D such

that the time interval and distance between A and B
is similar to that between C and D. The angle of
inclination of the channel during the return motion

is equal to but opposite in direction to that of the
forward motion. By storing the counting-rate infor
marion and x, y-coordinate locations of the channel
at various times on digital magnetic tape, the count
ing-rate signals can be played back and selectively
integrated to produce a tomographic summation at
any selected depth. By summing the counts at loca
tion A and C or B and D, for example, the radio
activity distribution at plane Y is accentuated. By
summing the counting rates at locations B and C,
a more superficial plane X is accentuated, and by
combining A and D locations, a deeper plane Z is
accentuated.

The accentuated depth Y is identified as the co
tangent of the angle 0 of inclination of the channel
from the vertical times half the distance separating
the centers of the channel locations at zero depth.
Kuhl's previous work would indicate that an angle
of 30 deg is suitable. Therefore, to accentuate depths
at 2-cm intervals, separation distances of 3.46 cm
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FIG. 1. A showsgammacameraandparallel-holecollimator
with channels inclined 30 deg from the vertical. B gives definition
of tomographic fields at various depths for a linear back-and
forth motion of 6 in. in two planes intersecting at 90 deg for a
13',4-in. crystal detector and collimator depth of 3 in.
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resolution in the direction of the linear motion would
be degraded due to parallax.

A diagrammatic representation of counting-rate
profiles of a single channel undergoing a back-and
forth linear motion (Fig. 2B) illustrates the simple
integration of signals from a solitary sphere of in
creased activity. When multiple spheres are present,
however, it becomes apparent that the summation of
only two counting-rate profiles obtained in only one
rectilinear axis may have no unique solution. False
summation of multiple lesions is diagrammed in Fig.
2C. To overcome this fundamental problem, it is
necessary to perform the rectilinear scanning motion
in multiple planes each having a common central axis
of rotation. A diagram of the path of motion of a
detector head combining linear motion with rotation
at the end of each scan line is shown in Fig. 3 for
the simple case of two intersections at 90 deg from
one another, or four linear passes. By the same types
of motion, intersections of six or eight pairs of scan
lines may be carried out to decrease the probability
of false summations.

This system would be inefficient for a small
diameter detector moving over a relatively long
linear scanning motion since the central area in
which the full tomographic effect would be produced

Motron (I) can be no greater than the diameter of the detector.

On the other hand, with a 11Â½or 13Â½in. large
diameter detector and a relatively short linear mo
tion, the central area of full tomographic effect
represents a major fraction of the total area scanned
(Fig.1B).

DATA PROCESSING SYSTEM

The original source of data is the Anger camera
which yields the x, y coordinates of events recorded
by the camera. These events occur at an average
rate of about 3 kHz and a peak rate of no more than
10 kHz. Since the camera will be in motion during
the scan, the system must correct the coordinates
registered by the camera to obtain the true coordi
nates of the event relative to the laboratory coor
dinate system. Therefore, a basic data point consists

of the x, y coordinates provided by the camera and
the coordinates locate the camera in the laboratory
coordinate system. The collimator will establish a
direction in space from which the source energy is
collected. During the data collection the collimator
will be redirected so its direction must be recorded
along with the event data.

The data collection and processing can be de
scribed in terms of the following quantities, as shown
in Fig. 4.
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would be used. Increasing the angle 0 would increase
the tomographic effect or decrease the thickness of
the accentuated layer, but at the same time the

Time-lapse
integration

of (I)' (2)
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FIG. 2. A givestime-lapsesummationof a singlechannelun
dergoing forward-and-return linear motions (after Cassen). Count
ing-rate profiles are shown in B for solitary source of increased
activity and in C for two sources of increased activity.
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LONGITUDINAL TOMOGRAPHIC IMAGING WITH CAMERA

changed, and the new angle must be recorded. No
difficulty is anticipated in performing these tasks in
the allotted time.

DATA PR@ESSING FOR DISPLAY

The collected data will be used to form an image
such that only one image plane will be continuously
reinforced. The energy from other planes will be
offset in different directions in the successive passes.
As a result these unwanted images will appear as
dim multiple images.

The image is formed by setting into a computer
the desired value of 1, the scalar distance from the
camera to image plane. The computer then reads the

tape which contains the record of@ and performs
the final coordinate calculation.

-9 -4 -4
Pt = M@+ A 1.

z

Sensitive surface of camera.

,@@7'@@7Ai..Angledeterminedby

@/ l@@___i@,yt,zt
â€˜:â€˜iJ'Z,..@@0(Energysource

= a vector in the x, y plane from the center of

the sensitive surface of the camera to the
event location as projected on the sensitive
surface. The output of the Anger camera will

-4
provide the value of M.

i@=avectorfromtheoriginofthelaboratoryco
ordinate system to the camera. Position sen

-4
sors will provide the value of P@.;@L=aunitvector,pointinginthedirectionofthe
collimator holes and away from the camera.

The value of A will be modified during the
data collection by rotation of the Anger
camera.

-4
Pt = a vector from the origin of the laboratory co

ordinate system to the true location of the
energy source. It must be computed.

These quantities are related by the following equa
tion:

.4 .4 -4 -4
Pt = P@+ M + A 1.

-4 -4 -4
Since P@,M and A are always known, the inde

terminacy of the location of the energy source is
limited to a lack of knowledge of 1, the distance
from the camera to the source.

It is not really necessary to record all these ex
perimental values along with each event recorded by
the camera, but the description of the process is
simplified if we assume this is done.

DATA COLLECTION AND RECORDING

The record of a complete scan will be kept on
magnetic tape. It will consist of approximately 2
million corrected data points. The value of a cor

-4 -4
rected data point is computed from P@and M to com
pensate for the camera position.

4 -4 -4
M0 = P@+ M

Since the camera height is fixed in the anticipated

experimental setup, it will not be necessary to record
it. The calculation which must be carried out for
each event recorded by the Anger camera is to con
vert the analog signals from the camera to digital

-4
signals to form M, to measure or compute the cam

era position in the x, y plane at the fixed camera
height, to sum these two x, y measurements to form

.4

1= a scalar, the distance from the camera sur
face to the energy source.

FIG. 3. Pathof motionofdetectorheadfortomographyintwo
directions intersecting at 90 deg. Note alternating sequence of
four linear and four rotational motions.

y

/
F1G.4. Parametersof datacollectionandprocessing.

.4

M@and to store them on magnetic tape. When the
-4

camera completes one pass, the collimator angle A is
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For energy sources in the plane determined by 1

the value ic will be the true position value. Energy
sources which are not in the selected plane are off
set from their true positions in a direction determined

by Z. The x, y-coordinate value of@ will be used
to position a cathode-ray tube beam and a photo
graphic time exposure will be made of the entire
experimental record. Since the calculation required
per data point is low, it appears that such a photo
graph can be produced ifl about 2 min using a small
laboratory computer. The experimental record can
be processed repeatedly to obtain images of many
different planes through the object being studied.

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES

OF THE NEW SYSTEM

Like other methods of tomography the accumula
tion of counting-rate information requires a certain
period of time. For the integrated counting rates to
be a valid representation of spatial information, the
distribution of radioactivity throughout the organ
under study must be static, and patient motion must
be absent. The proposed system resembles the orig
inal Kuhl longitudinal tomographic system since the
collimator channels are inclined to the plane of in
terest. Unlike the older system, however, the detector
is not angled away from the surface of the patient's
body, thereby preserving the same high sensitivity
as the Anger camera in its regular mode of record
ing. The efficiency of the proposed system will be
much greater than the original Kuhi method. Even
if one corrects for differences in photopeak absorp
tion resulting from the thinner crystal of only Â½in.
in depth used in the Anger camera, the overall effi
ciency is 5â€”7times greater for the camera than for
a 5-in. dia crystal 2 in. in thickness at the gamma
energy of 140 keV. The newer method will be ap
plicable to even larger crystal sizes in scintillation
cameras when these become available.

The geometry of the proposed system of tomog
raphy has some features superior to the present
method of Anger. Using the focused collimator in
the Anger system, the image produced at the focal
plane of the collimator is identical to that of a con
ventional rectilinear scanner using the same crystal

and collimator. The tomographic effect is provided
by the outer channels whereas the central channels
degrade it because of their predominantly perpen
dicular direction. Beyond a crystal diameter of 8-in.,
the outer channels of a focusing collimator become
inefficient because of their steep angle of inclination
and relatively long path lengths through the super
ficial layers adjacent to the collimator surface. With
a multiple parallel-hole collimator, on the other

hand, each channel is inclined at an identical angle.
The geometry of detection, consequently, remains
efficient for large-diameter crystals and the tomo

graphic effect is uniform over the entire crystal area.
The optical readout system of the current Anger
tomographic unit is simple and inexpensive corn
pared with computer methods of data processing.
Nonetheless the planes of interest must be preselected
and fixed. Furthermore, the separation of the multi
ple visual images by the combination of lenses and
prIsms- be@mes a praTctlcalllnÃ±tatit@inwhen dealing
with large scan areas. Although more costly and
complex, digital processing, is more flexible since the
tomographic depths need not be preselected or limited
in number.

SUMMARY

A system for gamma-ray tomography is proposed
which appears to possess the following desirable
features:

1. It possesses a high efficiency of detection equal
to the Anger camera when used in its conven
tional stationary mode.

2. It possesses the capability of accumulating the
necessary counting-rate information required
for the image formation within a practical time
limit of approximately 10 mm.

3. The counting-rate information may be proc
essed digitally for the formation of a tomo

graphic image at any desired depth within a
few minutes.

4. By the selective summation of counting-rate
information for a given depth, the ability to
detect small volumes of increased or decreased
activity within a large volume of radioactivity
should be greatly enhanced.

The proposed instrument system contains, for the
most part, components which have already been de
veloped, including the Anger camera, digital mag
netic tape storage and a small digital computer. The
latter component is already being used in several
laboratories for the processing of time-sequence stud
ies performed on the Anger camera. The fabrication
of the special collimator and mechanical drive for
the detector head should be relatively simple. It is
also feasible to produce the tomographic images by
analog tape recording and analog computer process
ing using the principles described above. The analog
system would be lower in cost but the computational
flexibility would be limited in comparison to the
digital system.
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